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ARTS! Muncie After-School connects Ball State students with real-world experience through

hands-on teaching in an after-school program within the Muncie Community Schools. This

experience involves students from the Department of Theatre and Dance at BSU (THEA 434)

in collaboration with two elementary schools within the Muncie community: Westview

Elementary and Northview Elementary. BSU students prepare and learn about pedagogy

through the first 8 weeks of the semester, then through a four-week period of after-school

rehearsals with the elementary students, they prepare the students for a final performance

where they present what they have been working on to their peers and guardians. ARTS!

Muncie provides a much-needed after-school program and gives college students more

opportunities to teach dance directly to students under faculty mentorship. Thus, creating

knowledgeable and more empathetic teachers. Research, instruction, and reflection are the

means by which this program will develop the teachers necessary to help enrich the after-

school programs offered in the Muncie community.

BSU Participants 

THEA 434 - Spring 2022 

Victoria Bulick, Lauren Burns, Lexie Carlson, Stephanie Bell, Lisa Meissner, Jillian Barnes,

Carmen Gorsuch, Denver Hammons, Liza Heeler, Anna Kruger, Carmia Lowe, Rockie

Sharon, Lauren Smith, Tucker Wheatley, Amelia Wilkinson 

Instructors 

Melanie Swihart, Andy Waldron
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Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/31Mm0mQbc3o

Class Overview →
ARTS!
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Class Overview
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An overview of classes leading up to residency: 

The first half of the semester, we spent time researching Indiana Theatre and Dance

Standards, pedagogical methods, and practical teaching strategies.

Exploring our identities and values as teachers 

Integrating our respective skills as theatre and dance majors

The Provost Immersive Learning Pilot Grant provided us the opportunity to bring

in working Theatre and Dance Education professionals

Ashley Laverty: Ashley has experience teaching theatre for the very young. She shared

methods for teaching creative drama, improvisation, and promoting a positive learning

environment in the classroom. 

ASHLEY LAVERTY - Home

https://digitalresearch.bsu.edu/immersive-learning-showcase-spring-2022/exhibits/show/arts--muncie-after-school/class-overview
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https://www.kerfuffletvy.com

Ann Biddle: Co-founder of the Dance Education Lab in New York City. She led us through

multiple movement exercises, discussed the D.E.L. model of teaching young children, and

coached us through our pedagogical language. 

https://www.danceedlab.com

The second half of the semester, we separated into teams: West View and North View

Elementary Schools. Each team was charged with developing a 4 week curriculum focused on

integrating theatre and dance in this after-school setting.
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North View Residency
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North View

To kickstart our residency at North View Elementary, we began by establishing an

overarching theme of elements of nature to theatre and dance activities. Each lesson was

separated into water, land, and air. Before we started diving into specific elements, our first

day consisted of activities such as name games and ensemble building. In order to better

know our students, we let them hold onto “passports” as a way to track their travels through

the world. On day one, they drew their dream destination and later explained that location to

the class and why they wanted to travel there. 

Following our ensemble building day, we began to tackle movement through water

centralized activities with the students. We separated them into small groups and had them

each build an underwater animal. Within this activity, they created a sea creature and

decided where it would live, how it would move, and what it would look like. This helped

them build a character and planted the seeds for story building. On the next water day, the

students played a game where they built a story as a group. Each student offered one

sentence to help the story move along. This activity challenged them to introduce new

characters, plot points, and learn about story structure. Following this activity, they

continued to explore creative movement with these new character options in mind. The space

was very open allowing for creativity to flow and new ideas to be shared.

https://digitalresearch.bsu.edu/immersive-learning-showcase-spring-2022/exhibits/show/arts--muncie-after-school/item/202
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The next theme we focused on was land based locations. Day four found us in the desert

exploring different desert creatures, how they move, and different modes of desert

transportation. After exploring these elements, we created pantomime stories in small

groups. The students got to work in their small group to build the story and present it with

pantomime to their peers. The following class period transitioned into the forest where we

explored how a variety of forest animals could travel across the room. Our land based theme

ended with a character game of Night At The Museum where students were encouraged to

become one of the creatures they explored previously during the game. 

The final theme focused on air/space. On day six, we began with a game that explored sound,

character building, and team building. We worked to build machine parts to create an

imaginary helicopter as a group. Next, we broke into small groups to create a bird and write a

short story on where our bird was traveling. Our students then used another group’s writing

to pantomime the story, and we did an informal showing of their work. The next day we

explored space. We explored how our movement would change on various planets, as they all

have different gravitational pulls. On planets with a stronger gravitational pull, the students

experienced heavier, slower movement. On planets with a lower pull, students could move

lighter and freely. We finished this day breaking into small groups and writing a short story

about a planet we spent a day on. We acted these stories out for each other, which allowed

the students to explore performance. 

Student Testimonial: 

“Working with the students of North View Elementary School was such a wonderful

experience! I was able to gain practice leading the classroom, while having the support of my

classmates. The residency also allowed me to take the knowledge we learned throughout the

semester, regarding teaching pedagogies, curriculum development, and arts integration, and

apply it in the classroom setting. Throughout the eight classes, we were able to see the

students grow as artists and individuals. We watched them gain confidence performing in

front of their peers and grow as an ensemble. One of the most rewarding moments was when

one of our students, who was more reserved, thanked us for making a program that allows

her to have a safe place to play and create through theatre and dance. This comment was a

beautiful reminder about the importance of the arts in education.”
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West View Residency
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West View

We have loved our time at West View! The first half of our residency was spent teaching basic

dance and theatre techniques. Throughout these lessons we decided to follow along with the

kids in the school curriculum surrounding fairytales. We integrated different stories such as

“Anansi and The Witch,” “Madeline,” “The Magic Pot,” and “The Pine Gum Baby.”

Introducing these atypical stories allowed us to step away from ordinary western stories. The

second half of the 4 weeks was focused on applying techniques and performing some of the

fairy tales and stories we read together. 

Throughout the residency, we integrated principles of both theatre and dance to lead the

students through topics of ensemble work, character building, elements of movement,

costuming and lighting, among others.  Each session, we focused on leading the students

through various kinesthetic and group-minded activities correlating with our fairytale

theme.  The students greatly enjoyed discovering how to work with their peers as well as

thinking creatively to generate individually unique ideas.  

Testimonials 

https://digitalresearch.bsu.edu/immersive-learning-showcase-spring-2022/exhibits/show/arts--muncie-after-school/item/203
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“Stepping into the classroom with the students at West View was such an

enjoyable, immersive experience.  As a fourth year student of the dance program,

I gained invaluable skills about pedagogy that will inform my work in the field as I

am preparing to graduate from Ball State.  There was an observable growth in

confidence and creative agency among the students throughout the duration of

the session.  Some students came in more hesitant than others, but now every

student is excited to dive into the work.  Overall, I can confidently say this

immersive learning experience has shaped and will continue to form my

education surrounding pedagogy and integrating theatre and dance curriculas.” -

Carmen Gorsuch

Name the stories we read

“Anansi and The Witch”

“The Magic Pot” 

“Madeline” 

Games played

Can kitty have a spot 

1000 ways to cross the room 

Buzzing bees

 Story circle

This is not a …

Structure of the entire process

We used the first half of the 4 weeks to teach basic dance and theatre techniques.  

The second half of the 4 weeks was focused on applying those techniques,

performing some of the fairy tales and stories we read earlier in the residency. 

The West View students worked on two final culminating performances, which will be 

theatrical/movement based informal sharings of two stories we focused on throughout the

session.  Students will present character development, design elements, stage direction, etc. 

Above all, the students will demonstrate their dedication and growth with theatre and dance

concepts throughout the last four weeks.  

← North View Residency

West View Residency
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